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 A 35 years old para 2 with twelve months history of  
intermittent vaginal bleeding, associated lower abdominal 
pain and urinary symptoms with urgency and frequency, 
was referred by her GP to the Genito-Urinary Medicine 
Clinic.  Vaginal examination  revealed a  bleeding lesion on 
the cervix, with co existent vaginitis. Cervical smear tests 
had been historically normal.  At gynaecological referral, 
vaginal examination revealed a cervix replaced by an 
exophytic tumour with easy contact bleeding. The tumour 
was covered with purulent fluid. The tumour extended 
inferiorly covering the right appendages and parametrium
and cranially to the uterine body. Punch biopsies were taken 
and a clinical diagnosis of Stage IIb cervical cancer was 
considered highly likely. 



Histology report showed no convincing 
features of CIN. The underlying stroma was 
described to contain a moderately 
differentiated adenocarcinoma, associated 
with desmoplasia. It was unclear whether 
the adenocarcinoma was of local origin, as 
other sites of origin could not be excluded.

The patient underwent CT of the chest, 
abdomen and pelvis and MRI for local 
tumour staging.



Intermediate signal mass infiltrating the whole of the cervix from the external os to the level of the anterior vaginal vault

with involvement of the adjacent uterus and the upper vaginal wall. Bilateral parametrial extension were identified.  

The endometrium appeared normal and the junctional zone was preserved. 

A heterogeneous left external iliac lymph node measuring 1.4 cm was seen.



Review of the CT scan for local MDM, showed the presence of circumferential 

splenic flexure tumour with significant narrowing of the lumen. 

Colonoscopy was performed confirming the diagnosis of a splenic flexure tumour 

causing marked narrowing of the lumen which impeded the passage of the scope. 



 It should be bore in mind, that gynaecological 
tumours may occur together with gastrointestinal 
tumours and that the most common one is 
cervical cancer [1]. 

 18% of malignancies are multiple neoplasms [2].
 In patients with colonic malignancy, any 

extracolonic tumour should be considered as 
second primary until proven otherwise [3].

 Cervical neoplasms (the commonest 
gynaecological tumour to have synchronous 
carcinoma) require detailed multidisciplinary 
management. 
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